
THE EXCAVATIONS

GENERAL INTRODUCTION (JSW and ADMcW)

For many years, the existence of a Roman fort at Cirencester had been suspected from casual
finds of tombstones, coins and military equipment. It was not, however, until 1961 that
structural remains of military occupation were discovered during work on the basilica.
Thereafter, further information has been won; but the full picture of military occupation at
Circncester remains unfortunately obscure in many details, and the conclusions given in this
report must still be considered provisional. Further work will not be easy because of the
complexity of the timber buildings already uncovered, the disturbances caused by later Roman
building construction, and the great depth of the stratified deposits. Indeed, it was only by
deciding to use a bull-dozer to cut through later buildings, which had been only partly
excavated, that the small, but significant area of military timber structures in the Leaholme
Garden was uncovered. Shortages of time and money would otherwise have prevented these
discoveries.

Further information was gained in 1973. In that year Gloucestershirc County Council
announced plans to develop St. Michael's Field with the construction of a school and an old
people's day centre. At the same time Cotswold District Council revealed plans for a road to
link The Avenue with King Street, affecting the north-east side of St. Michael's Field and a
disused garden in the north corner, known locally as Admiral's Walk. Confronted with a threat
to 3 ha. (7'12 acres) close to the centre of the Roman town, the Excavation Committee proposed
to organize excavations in those parts of the site to which access could be gained. The major
part of the field was ~t the time in use as football pitches and thus escaped development.
Excavations were accordingly confined to the area threatened by the link road; they produced
military levels but very little structural evidence.

In this account of the excavations, the title of each section is followed by the initials of the
writer.

THE LEAHOLME FORT OSW)

In 1961, opportunity arose to examine a large area of private gardens lying between Tower
Street and the Watermoor Old People's Home. The principal objective was the south-west end
of the basilica, first excavated in 1898 by Mr. Wilfrid Cripps (Cripps, 1898, 70; 1897-99, 201).
During the course of these excavations in the Easter season, subsidence cracks were noted in
certain of the basilica's walls, following a line along its long axis. Unfortunately, owing to lack
of time and to one of the wettest springs for many years, it was only possible to show then that
a pair of parallel ditches were running beneath the south-eastern rooms and colonnade of the
building. The ditches appeared to be some 2.5 m . (8 ft.) wide and were separated by a ridge
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1. Gene ral view of the exca vations in Lcahol mc Gardens.
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about l' m. (3 ft. 4 iri.) wide. They were, however, the first indication of early military works
to be revealed at Circncesrer, and enabled plans to be made for the ensuing summer season,
when a complete section, 3 rn. (10 ft.) wide, was cut across the fortifications in an adjacent
garden, showing that this was the north-west side of the fort. With the aid of mechanical
excavation, and the sacrifice of some later Roman levels, an area within the fort was also
cleared, measuring 15.24 m, (50 ft.) by 3.0 m. (10 ft.), so enabling three phases of timber
structures to be identified.

In 1964, a trench in Chester Mews, to establish the line of one of the town streets, fortunately
also revealed evidence for two underlying ditches, so providing a line for the north-cast side of
the fort, while in 1962 observation of a sewer trench between the Leaholrne site and Watermoor
Road, followed by excavation at Price's Row in 1972/3, suggested the line of the western
corner and south-west side respectively. Finally, excavations at Admiral's Walk, adjacent to and
south-cast of the Leaholme site, in 1974 revealed further evidence of internal streets and
buildings. It should be added that a magnetometer survey was kindly carried out in 1961 by
Mr. Michael Tire, of the Oxford Research Laboratory for Art and Archaeology, in St.
Michael's Field, in an attempt to locate the ditches of the south-cast side. While some linear
anomalies were traced, they were insufficiently emphatic for any reliance to be placed upon
them, and doubt remains about this boundary of the fort, although reasons of symmetry and
overall size would suggest its position as shown.

PRE-ROMAN OCCUPATION (PERIOD I) (JSW)

There is evidence to show that the valley of the river Chum was occupied during the pre
Roman Iron Age (I" 66).

In AH VIII this was demonstrated by the discovery of a stake circle, 2.43 m. (8ft. 0 in.) in
diameter, together with other random post- and stake-holes at the level of undisturbed clay,
associated with several scraps of soft, exceedingly friable, red pottery. It is unlikely that this
feature belonged to the Roman military occupation and it has, therefore, been assigned a pre
Roman date. The circle was made up of 17 stake-holes, each varying in diameter from 2.5 ern.
(1 in.) to 7.5 ern. (3 in.). (Fig. 12).

THE DEFENCES (PERIOD" A)

The earliest defensive system consisted of a pair of parallel ditches, situated immediately behind
the later rampart, and apparently running on the same line, at the south-cast end of AM [ (figs.
4 and 6). Unfortunately the trench could not be extended to confirm the existence of a
contemporary rampart.

The ditches had been cut through the covering layer of undisturbed brown clay into the
underlying gravel. They were approximately 0.65 m. (2 ft.) deep and 1.25 m. (4 ft.) across,
although Ditch [ had been quarried at its eastern end. Originally they appear to have been
V-shaped, but weathering had rendered them partly bowl-shaped. Most of the early pottery
from Ditch" was found in the weathcred.cprimary silt at the bottom, and was demonstrably
earlier than that in the main, or secondary, fil!ing:-Ultimately they had been filled with reddish
brown clay, inter-leaved in places with bands of gravel (AM I 61) and Ditch" appears to have
been superficially recut at a later date, perhaps to act as a roadside ditch for the intervallum road
of the later (Period " B) fort.

Although the ditches arc small for those of a fort, it is unlikely that they belonged to a
marching camp; twin ditches arc virtually unknown in such installations. Nevertheless, as
indicated above, some trouble was later encountered by the Roman army in digging larger and
deeper ditches, owing to the high water-table and loose nature of the gravel, so it may have
been decided that small ditches would suffice at first.

Nothing was found to indicate the date of construction of these fortifications, although on
stratigraphical grounds they must precede those of Period 1/ B. Below the filling of the ditches
(AM 161) however, were found some scraps of coarse wares, mainly in the primary silt, which
could be dated as early as A.D. 45, and probably represent the ditches in usc.



3. Early ditches. (Period II A?) behind the ram p'" of the Period II lJ fort in trench AM I.

4. Base of Period II n rampart in AM I with the earlier ditches to the rear and the urban street above.
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s. II B ramp.Ul 111 AM I.

6. Median ditch of Period II B fort as tir s-t discovered beneath rhc basilica ill AD III. T he subsidence cr.uk should
be noted in the wall above.
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THE DEFENCES (PERIOD II B)

Substantial traces (AM 163) of a turf rampart, 6 m. (19 ft. 6 in.) wide at the base, were found
immediately north-west of the ditches referred to in the preceding section. Its line had been
readopted for one of the town streets, and the weight of the overlying aggregate had
compressed some six layers of turf into a thickness of c. 20 cm. (8 in.). Nevertheless the turf
layers were clearly visible in section, as was the underlying old ground surface which had not
been stripped. No trace of timber lacing beneath the rampart or of revetments at either the back
or front were observed, and it should be assumed that the breast-work was mounted directly on
top of the stacked turf. The front of the rampart, with a vertical face at its lowest level, was also
readily distinguished from the jumbled turves which had been deposited in front when it was
dismantled. The rear face was not so obvious and it is not impossible that the rampart
continued over Ditch II, into which it had subsided, for a further 1.4 m. (4 ft. 7 in.), although
this would have made it abnormally wide.' It is more likely, therefore, that the turf observed
over the south-eastern lip of Ditch II and sealed by the edge of the intervallum road (AM I 57),
bur cut by a ditch (AM I 60) of the early town street, was spilt during the construction.

The front of the rampart was again revealed in AL I and II (layers 38, 39). Some seven
superimposed layers of turves were counted, compressed to a thickness of 15 em. (6 in.) while
in front lay a jumbled mass, doubtless formed during the demolition.

The lip of the contemporary inner ditch (Ditch III) lay 2.25 m. (7 ft. 4 in.) beyond the front
face of the rampart. The ditch was 2.5 m. (8 ft. 2 in.) wide, with a total depth to the bottom of
the cleaning channel of 1.2 m. (3 ft. 10 in.); the cleaning channel itself was placed centrally in
the bottom of the ditch, and was 0.55 m. (1 ft. 10 in.) wide and 0.22 m. (9 in.) deep. In AM II,
however, its course ran slightly diagonally across the bottom. The ditch was cut through the
surface cover of brown clay into the underlying gravel, and when excavated the bottom,
somewhat flat, was found to coincide with the level of the water-table. It had clearly been
scoured a number of times; the loose gravel sides would have weathered easily and both ditch
and cleaning channel had assumed bowl-shaped proportions. It is not impossible that the sides
had been "claycd-up" to prevent weathering, as brown clay mixed with pebbles was found in
the bottom levels (AM II 65 and 67).

This same ditch was also located in AL II, but there both original edges had been completely
removed by later quarrying, and only the cleaning channel (AL II 52), 0.53 m. (1 ft. 9 in.) wide
and 0.20 m. (8 in.) deep, survived to indicate its line.

The outer ditch (Ditch V) could not be completely excavated, but its presence was shown by
subsidence in two juxtaposed later walls running parallel with it. The outer lip was, however,
located in trench AM VI and appeared to show that a ditch with approximately the same
dimensions as Ditch II! existed on that line. If so, it would have been separated from Ditch III
by a space 13.8 m. (45 ft.) wide.

However, the butt-end of yet another ditch (Ditch IV) was found only I. 9 rn. (6 fr.) forward
ofthe outer lip of Ditch III in trench AM III. This ditch would appear to correspond with Ditch
IV on site AD under the south-eastern edge of the basilica. It could not be fully excavated in
AM III because of the water-table, but it certainly exceeded 1.25 m. (4 ft.) in depth and was
consequently deeper than Ditch III. It was approximately 2.8 m. (9 ft.) wide, but the inner lip
could not be precisely located, since it was obscured by a later wall.

Since Ditch IV was obviously not a continuous feature surrounding the whole fort, it may be
suggested that it, together with its companion on site AD, formed part of extra defensive
works in the immediate neighbourhood of a gate, which may be postulated as lying where
Ermin Street strikes the north-western side of the fort. Short sections of ancillary ditch set to
gi ve extra protection to points of weakness are not unknown in forts of the Claudio-Neronian
period and can be seen at Hod Hill (Richmond, 1968, 68 and fig. 62), and apparently also at

1. Compare Lougthorpc. where the rampart was postulated as being 6. t m. (20 fr.) (Frere and Sr. Joseph. 1974,
11). and Hod Hill where it was only 3 m. (10 ft.) wide.



7. Inner di tch of Period II U fort in AM II, showing the cleaning channel at the bot tom . It was this sectio n w hich
produced the mass of po ttery .

8 . Inner d itch of Period II U fort in AL II, where the sides had been quarried for gravel , leaving only the cleanin g
channel 'below .
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Great Castcrton (Todd, 1968, 17, and fig. 2). Consequently the ditch-system of the fort seems
to be in close accord with others of known Claudian date, with a wide "target area" between
inner and outer ditches. The purpose of such an area has been described with great perspicuity
by the late Sir [an Richmond in his account of the Hod Hill excavations, and need not be
repeated here (Richmond, 1968,68-9), but it is worth comparing the overall distance of21.1 m.
(69 ft.) between the front of the Cirencester rampart and the outer lip of the furthermost ditch
with the equivalent space at Hod Hill of 27.43 m. (90 ft.) and that at Great Casterton of 16 m.
(52'12 ft.).

However, unlike Hod Hill and Great Casterton, the spaee at Cirencester was beset with
additional obstacles comprising three separate elements. At a distance of 50 Col. (1 ft. 8 in.)
from the outer lip of Ditch III, a post-hole 38 Col. (1 ft. 3 in.) wide and 30 cm. (1 ft.) deep was
found in the north-eastem face of AM ll, while 8.35 m. (27 ft. 2 in.) further out, a beam-slot,
parallel with the ditches, 20 Col. (8 in.) deep and approximately 27 Col. (11 in.) wide, ran across
AM IV. Both these features were cut into the undisturbed clay. Beyond the beam-slot at a
distance of 2.95 m. (6 ft. 5 in.) was a turfy ridge (AM [V 42) at least 1.1 m. (3 ft. 7 in.) wide
and about 10.2 em. (4 in.) high, in which were a number of randomly-placed, but com
paratively shallow, stake-holes. The maximum diameter of the holes was c. 7.6 Col. (3 in.) and
the minimum little more than 2.5 ern. (1 in.). These stake-holes may have been produced by
inserting branches of some prickly shrub, such as blackthorn, into the original turf, which had
elsewhere been stripped from the area between the ditches. Since the turf from this area had
undoubtedly been used for the construction of the rampart, it might imply that this particular
obstacle had been erected first, perhaps to provide limited protection before the rampart was
completed. The loose fixing of the 'branches in the ground, apparent from the shallowness of

. the impressions, would give an added advantage, for the thorns would have attached them
selves to the clothing of an assailant charging through the barrier, so that he would have found
himself wedded to an uncomfortable embarrassment. Inter-ditch obstacles of this nature have
been observed in the Tiberian legionary fortress at Strasbourg (Hatt, 1953), in the temporary
camps at Neuss (Pctrikovits, 1961) and also at lnchtuthil (Anon.]. Roman Stud. xliii, 1953, 1(4),
and arc indicated at Brough-on-Humber, Coelbren, Slack and Metchley, while Trawscoed II
appears to have had obstacles and no ditches, (Jones, 1975, 113, 132, 167, 176, 179).

In 1964, excavations (trenches BC I, ll) in Chester Mews, then a garden lying behind a house
fronting Victoria Road, revealed two ditches running approximately north-west to south-cast
and consequently at right angles to those revealed at Leaholme. The inner ditch had been
extensively quarried at a later date, and neither of the original edges survived, but it was
thought to have been Some 1.2 m , (4 ft.) deep and cannot have been more than 5.1 m. (16 ft. 6
in.) wide. The outer edge was 1.5 m. (4 ft. 11 in.) from the lip of another ditch, 3.1 m. (10 ft. 4
in.) wide and 1.3 m. (4 ft. 4 in.) deep. The latter had a suspected cleaning channel at the
bottom, which had been much mutilated when a later wall-foundation was sunk to the bottom
of the ditch.

The relative positions of these two ditches appear to reflect those of Ditches III and IV on the
Leaholme site. It is likely, therefore, that the Chester Mews excavation lies within some 40 m.
(130 ft.) of a gate, and that the outer ditch, corresponding to Ditch V on the Lcaholmc site, lay
north-cast, beyond the limits of the excavation.

No trace of any rampart material was found associated with these ditches, for thc old ground
surface had not survived in the area where it might have been expected. On the surface of the
undisturbed clay was a layer (BC II 37) made up of sandy rubble and many roof-tile fragments.
Overlying it was a layer (BC II 34) ofcornpact brown clay, which had itself been cut by the
quarried edge of the inner ditch.

[NTERNAL BU[LDINGS (JSW)

Internal buildings of the fort were disclosed in AH VII1, AE ll, III, V and Vll at Lcaholmc, and
also in Admiral's Walk (see below, p. 42). Unfortunately, at no point was sufficient of the plans
recovered for certainty about the buildings' functions. In AH VIII, three phases of structures
were observed, but no more than two can be proved in the other two areas. Neither was it
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9. Bun end of median dit ch of Period II B fort in AM III. A temporary hearth had been constructed in it , when
the filling had been only half completed .

10. Indentations and stake-ho les of obstacles erected between the median and outer dit ches in AM IV.
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11. Fou rth -rcurur y wall 'iubsiding: o vrr ti lt' inner lip of the ou ter diuh III :\M IV.

12. Post-holes and slo ts o f successive milita ry buildings ill AH VIII.
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possible stratigraphically to equate the three sites, and consequently we cannot say with
certainty which phase in AH VII! was precisely equivalent with phases elsewhere. It may be,
perhaps, that not all buildings in the fort were reconstructed at the same time. However, even
allowing for this, problems arc still presented by AE and Admiral's Walk, as it seems likely that
structures of the earlier phases had largely been planed off during later reconstruction.
Alternatively, it might be considered that the Period II A fort, represented by the small pair of
ditches (p. 28) above, did not extend north-east of the line of Ermin Street; but this solution
would raise additional problems, which arc discussed more fully below.

ln AH VIII, two different methods of construction were observed. In the two earliest phases,
probably corresponding to Periods" A and" B, the building was erected around posts set in
individual pits. In the typical manner of the Roman army, each pit, no matter the size of the
post, which here cannot have been large, was of dimensions that allowed the digger to stand in
the bottom and shovel out the earth. Consequently a fair amount of wasted labour was
involved using this method. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that in the third, and last, phase,
probably corresponding to Period" C, a change was made to intermittent foundation-trenches.
This alteration may reflect more general changes in the army's logistics. When it first arrived in
Britain, stocks of timber for building will not have existed, and each fort would have been built
of newly-cut green wood, (Richmond, 1968, 120), perhaps generating a somewhat piecemeal
and individualistic approach to construction. By the 60s, however, adequate stocks of seasoned
timber would have been available, and some degree of standardisation and even, possibly,
prefabrication introduced, so rendering the change to linear foundation-trenches more feasible.

The change from individual posts to foundation-trenches was also observed in AE and in
Admiral's Walk, but on both these sites only one phase of individual post-construction existed.

BUILDINGS IN AH VIII

Phase I (probably Period II A). The key to the building-sequence in this trench is provided partly
by the intersection of P.H.3 by P.H.4 and partly by the relationship of the foundation-trench
(AH VIII 83) to the latest floors (AH VIII 70 and 84). These relationships suggest that P .H.s 3
and 5 belong to Phase I, together with the gravel floor AH VII! 76/82/87/1061108. This floor
terminated on a line across the trench 1.97 m. (6 ft. 6 in.) from the north-east end. There was
then a gap of 0.61 m. (2 ft.), in which undisturbed clay was exposed, before a sand floor (AH
VIII 115) was reached, which continued beyond the north-eastern limits of excavation. The
gravel floor was of variable thickness, ranging from 7.6 em. (3 in.) to 2.5 cm. (1 in.), and the
sand was 2.5 cm. (1 in.) at its thickest, dying out to nothing on its south-western edge. In
places a thin, dirty layer of mud (AH VIII 81 and 107) had accumulated on the floor, while, in
the north-west section, a small hearth, 0.69 m. (2 ft. 3 in.) across, appeared.

The post-pits, all of which tended to be sub rectangular in shape with rounded corners, had
the following dimensions and fillings:
P.H.3 was 1.14 m. (3 ft. 9 in.) in one direction and must have exceeded 1.52 rn. (4 ft. 3 in.) in
the other where it had been cut by P.H.4. Its depth was 0.86 m. (2 ft. 10 in.) below the surface
of the undisturbed clay. No sign of a post-socket was observed in the filling, nor was there an
impression in the underlying gravel at the bottom; consequently the post was probably dug out
and the filling of the pit must represent that ultimate disturbance. The filling was a general
mixture of clay and gravel, and contained a rosette brooch (fig. 24, 6).
P .H. 5 measured 1.27 m. (4 ft. 2 in.) by 1.04 m. (3 ft. 5 in.) and its depth and filling were
approximately the same as for P.H.3.

Phase II (probably Period II B). This consisted of the main sequence of posts: P.H.s 1,2,4,6,7,
together with the gravel floors represented by layers AH VIII 80/861102/104, and probably AH
VIII 92. It was unfortunate that the posts and floors of this phase had been badly mutilated by
the foundations of a later' wall (Wall G), which, not only ran along the same line as the posts,
but also made it impossible directly to equate the layers to the north-west with those to the
south-east of the line. It should also be noted that AH VIII 86 terminated at a point 4.27 m. (14
ft.) from the north-eastern end of the trench and, therefore, against P.H.2. Again, considerable

•
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variation in thickness of the floors was noted, ranging from 2.5 cm. (1 in.) to 10.2 cm. (4 in.).
The post-pits had the following dimensions and fillings:

P.H.l was unusual in being smaller and more circular than the remainder, measuring 0.91 m.
(3 ft.) in diameter and 0.89 m. (2 ft. 11 in.) deep. It was filled with a mixture of clay and
pebbles and also contained larger stones, presumably used originally to pack the post.
P.H.2 measured 1.22 m. (4 ft.) by 1.36 m. (4 ft. 6 in.) and was 0.84 m. (2 ft. 9 in.) deep. The
filling was similar to P.H.1.
P.H.4 was more irregular in shape than any other, measuring 1.14 m. (3 ft. 9 in.) by 1.36 m. (4
ft. 6 in.) and was 0.86 m. (2 ft. 10 in.) deep. The filling resembled that of the two above.
P .H.6 measured approximately 0.91 m. (3 ft.) each way and had a similar depth and filling to
those already described. However, against the north-east edge, the socket of a circular post was
observed, 0.17 m. (7 in.) in diameter, and penetrating the underlying gravel for a depth of some
0.15 m. (6 in.).
P.H.7 measured 0.86 m. (2 ft. 10 in.) by 1.22 m. (4 ft.) and was 0.91 m. (3 fr.) deep. It was
filled with a mixture of clay and gravel.

Except in P.H.6 no evidence was obtained for the posts which these pits must have con
tained, and it must be concluded that, as in Phase I, they had been dug out and the packing
material replaced in the pits; so their contents represent the demolition of the building and not
its construction.

Its demolition was also probably represented by the clayey layers, AH VIII 75 and 85, formed
from the fallen daub which had originally covered the walls.

Phase III (probably Period II C). In this phase the change was made in methods of construction
from individual posts set in pits to intermittent foundation-trenches. Two short lengths of such
trenches (AH VIII 83 and AH VIII Slot A) together with more ephemeral indications of a third
were found in the main part of AH VIII, while an extension to the north-west near the north
eastern end indicated the end of a fourth (AH VIII Slot B). These foundation-trenches were
associated with gravel floors AH VIII 74, 84 and 90. Layers 74 and 84 did not extend to the
south-west of AH VIII 83, while an edge to layer 74 was established in the north-western
extension of AH VIII, 0.3 m. (1 ft.) in from the section face. A small hearth had existed on the
floor, 1.14 m. (3 ft. 9 in.) north-east of AH VIII 83. Its full dimensions could not be determined
since it lay partly in the north-west section and had been partly destroyed by the foundation
trench of the later Wall H.

The foundation-trenches had the following characteristics:
AH vm 83 was 0.33 m. (1 ft. 1 in.) wide and was 0.36 m. (1 ft. 2 in.) deep below the surface
of AH VIII 86, from which level it was cut. It extended out from the north-western face of AH
VIII, but ended in the area disturbed by the foundation of Wall G. It was filled with brown
loam, mixed with charcoal flecks, probably derived, as possibly also was layer AH VIII 78,
from the demolition of the daub walls.
AH vm Slot A (0.13 m. (5 in.) wide and 0.3 m. (1 ft.) deep, with a rounded end) projected
outwards from the south-eastern side of AH VIII for a distance of 0.53 m. (1 ft. 9 in.) and did
not coincide with the line of AH VIII 83, there being a discrepancy of some 0.23 m. (9 in.)
between them. Its filling was similar to AH VIII 83.
AH vm Slot B projected only 0.15 m. (6 in.) into the extension to AH VIII. It was 0.43 m.
(1 ft. 5 in.) wide and 0.3 m. (1 ft.) deep.

A further possible foundation-trench may be represented by a shallow depression in the
surface of the underlying clay between P.H.s 4 and 7. It was 0.76 m. (2 ft. 6 in.) long and
0.23 m. (9 in.) wide, and at each end were impressions of standing posts.

Also to be equated with this period is AH VIII Pit I, which cut the backfill of P.H.6, and
must, therefore, be later than the removal of the post. The pit was roughly oval in shape and
approximately 1.82 m. (6 ft.) by 0.91 m. (3 ft.) and 0.91 m. (3 ft.) deep. It was filled with many
large stones, some clay, and gravel, and the sides and contents were heavily stained with iron. It
was possibly a latrine pit.

It is exceedingly difficult to envisage the shape of the building belonging to this phase. The
only new floors were laid north-east of AH VIII 83, which might, therefore, be interpreted as
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an outside wall, unless the earlier floors to its south-west were reused. It must be admitted,
therefore, that no great sense can be made of these results.

BUILDINGS IN AE II. III. V AND VII

The interpretation of these structures was rendered almost impossible by their scanty nature and
by the fact that all the contemporary floor-levels had been disturbed or removed after the
evacuation of the fort. Nevertheless, some post-pits and foundation-trenches were found. but
these can only be loosely related to the structural sequence established for AH VIII.

The following were observed:
ln AE II, a single large post-pin 0.99 m. (3 ft. 3 in.) in diameter, together with two smaller

ones each about 0.61 m. (2 ft.) in diameter. Also, in the south-east side of the trench was an
extensive area of heavy burning on the surface of the undisturbed clay, which had been worked
into a slight depression, clearly to contain the fires.

In AE III and its extension, there were two foundation-trenches (AE III 22, 23) at right
angles to one another but not joined, 0.18n1. (7 in.) and 0.36 m. (I ft. 2 in.) wide respectively.

In AE V, two further lengths of foundation-trench were found, again at right angles to each
other. AE V 19 was 1.47 m. (4 ft. 10 in.) long, 0.25 m. (10 in.) wide and 0.3 m , (1 ft.) deep.
AE V 20 was 1.22 m. (4 ft.) long and just extended into AE VII; it was 0.46 m. (1 ft. 6 in.)
wide.

In AE VII, in addition to the continuation of AE VII 20, was a further stretch of indeter
minate length and breadth in the south-cast corner of the trench.

CONTEMPORARY LEVELS IN AG II AND III

These two trenches were the only ones on site AG to be sunk to undisturbed clay, and between
them covered a very limited area. Nevertheless in AG II three superimposed floor-levels and
two small hearths were encountered, from which it might be supposed that they lay within a
building. But it has not been possible to equate these levels with particular phases of building
activity.

ADMIHAL'S WALK (ADMcW)

The construction of the link road through the north-cast side of St. Michael's Field was likely to

cause damage to structures within a metre of modern ground level; accordingly as large an area
as possible was opened up. Large trees and high dry-stone boundary-walls limited the area
available for excavation, but even so a trench measuring 90 m. by 10 m. (295 ft. by 33 ft.) was
examined to varying depths. This narrow strip was divided into five sites, DH, DK, DL, DM
and DQ. Details of the excavation of the upper levels will be described elsewhere; only two
sites, DK and DM, were excavated to natural, and discussion is limited to those two. Site DK
was divided into two areas, I and II, whereas site OM was treated as one area, I.

It was decided to excavate sites DK and DM completely in order to learn more about the
internal buildings of the fort for site AE (sec fig. 4) was only about 5 metres north-west of
site OM. During the excavation of the upper Roman levels, the wall of a large public building
standing in the corner of insula VI was found to follow the south-western edge of sites DK and
DM and to have disturbed earlier levels. The disturbance caused by these wall-foundations and
the presence of a second-century timber building made it necessary to reduce the width of site
DK from 10 to 8 metres at the lower levels.

Phase 1

The earliest recognisable signs of occupation on sites OK and OM were small patches of
trampled mud consisting of clay and gravel resting directly upon the natural red-brown clay.
Those in DK produced no finds, but OM I 133 contained Neronian samian and a small group
of coarse wares, some of which appear to be Neronian or early Flavian.

The first definite surfaces were of well-laid gravel, smooth and hard, placed directly upon the
natural clay, except where the earlier trample survived. The main area of gravel, OK I 111,
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extended over the whole of the northern part of site DK and had a maximum thickness of 18
Col. (7 in.). It reached site DM (DM I 144) and can be seen as a relatively flat surface on all three
sections (fig. 15).

The south-eastem limit of DK I 111 was marked by an almost straight north-west to south
east line across the site. In the eastern area of DK I this line was defined by a trench cut into the
natural subsoil, and regular in shape, 2 m. (6 ft. 7 in.) long, 70 Col. (2 ft. 4 in.) wide and on
average 20 Col. (8 in.) deep (plan see fig. 14). As it approached the east section it narrowed to
15-20 COl. (6-8 in.), On either side, two small projections 10 Col. (4 in.) deep and c. 50 Col. (1ft.
Sin.) long h~d been cut at right angles to, and joining, the main trench. There was no way of
telling whether these projections were original or later additions. The fill of both the trench and
projections was similar to the silty layer which sealed them, but included more burnt material.
In the bottom of the trench were three post-holes, P.H.4, 5 and 6 (fig. 14) all c. 25 Col. (10 in.)
in diameter and 60 Col. (2 ft.) deep below the bottom of the trench. They contained no stone
packing.

In the south-western part of DK I, layer 111 coincided with the edge of slot A and so DK I
111 ended in an almost straight line across the whole of DK 1. Post-hole 3 was also in this part
of the site, and appeared to be associated with DK I 111 and in line with P.H.s 4 and 5.

The south-eastern limit of DK I 111 was marked in the west of the site by a ridge of natural
clay which itself formed an almost straight line against the layer to the south-east, DK I 124.

Slot A, P.H.3 and the two straight edges to the gravel surfaces DK I 111 and DK [ 124 appear
to mark the line of a timber partition dividing these surfaces to the north-west (DK I 111, DM I
144) from those to the south-east (DK [ 124 and 125, DK II 51, 52 and 53).

The remaining P.H.s 1 and 2 were different from the rest and not in line with them. They
were shallower and had a packing of small stones. The offset placing of two posts in this way
might suggest an entrance leading from a gravel surface outside (DK I 111) into a timber
building floored with gravel, only patches of which survive; for the absence of post-holes or
wall trenches elsewhere in DK I 111 could indicate that this was an outside surface, possibly a
street or alleyway between buildings. There were no signs of wear on DK I 111 which could be
associated with vehicnlar traffic. Whether this was the via praetoria of the fort is discussed later
(page 59).

South-cast of the partition there were several gravel patches (DK 1124 and 125, DK II 51, 52
and 53), which might have been part of a more extensive surface over the site. None contained
any finds which could show whether they were contemporary with DK I 111 or not, but as
they all lay on natnral subsoil, it seems most likely that they belonged to the earliest phase of
occupation. DK I 124 was 6 cm. (2 in.) thick, of loose gravel with no hard surface, DK I 125

·(equivalent to DK II 51) was similar, and DK II 52 and 53 were patches of yellow gravel 5-8
Col. (2-3 in.) thick. Also lying on natnral subsoil in this part of site DK was a small area of
limestone slabs 10 Col. (4 in.) thick (DK [ 121) which were laid flat and showed no signs of
burning, presumably forming some kind of base.

The earliest gravel surface on site DM was DM 1144, which was equivalent to DK I 111, but
was present only in the south-east corner of the trench. There were no traces of any timber
structures which could be associated either with those found on DK or with a building on the
other side of the street.

The only sherd from DK I 111 is similar to material from the Leahohne site in equivalent
levels and could even be pre-Conquest in date. Material from DM I 144 is totally different; the
sarnian is Neronian or early Flavian while the coarse wares include vessels which appear to be
Flavian and post-date the group from the filling of Ditch III on Leaholme. However, matches
with sherds found in pit DM I 145/154 suggest that DM I 144 was contaminated when the pit
was filled.

Overlying the gravel patches in the south-cast of DK was a very mixed layer of grey silt
heavily flecked with charcoal and including occasional patches of brown clay (DK I 119 = DK
II 48). Where the patches were absent, DK I 119 rested directly on the natural clay, and was up
to 20 cm. (8 in.) thick (figs. 14, 15). As it respected the line of the post-holes and wall-trench, it
is evident that the timber partition existed before layer DK I 119 accumulated. The way the
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IS. Silt.' ilK . Adm iral 's WJ.I~ . from the south- v..-csr ..bowing the carli..·..1 lJyl"r" .w l! lw.nu -..lot vxtcndm g bcuc.uh till'
r.mgin g poll' ,

natu ral clay fo rms a fldge in line w ith the post-holes . .uid i { ~ slo pe ;1\\",1)' trom the line, s lIggl'''lt-.

chat it was protected in sonic way when the successive surtJcl's either side were laid . .lg .lin
supporting the h ypothesis that the timber partition st ill existed when DK I 119 W;lS put down
(sec sec tio n fig. 15) . According ( 0 the sarn ian and coa rse wa res, this was in the N cronian O [

earl y Flavian peri od . No eq uivalen t layer existed in till' north- west of IJK nor over the w hole of
sire DM (i.e . over DK I til or DM I t-l-l) .

Phase II

Over m uch of site DM then.' \"...as a second subs r.mtial gravel surface ))(\;1 I 1J2. vcry rom p.ut
an d g iv ing th e imprcs vion o f having been gro ll ted w ith morta r. It wa:-- 0 11 .lvt.' Llge 5-7 CIIl . (2- J
in .) thick . bu t in pl.lCes reach ed 211 CIlI. (H in .). and it is dear rh,n ~rt·.lt "ITores wcrv m.idr til
c reate .1 tinn and w ell-bid su rface . Cut into till' sll rt:Jrc ill the north-wcvr of it were ,I ...erles o f
shallow. Vvshapcd gullies and three post-holes nos . 7 . H and 'J. Po-r-holc 7 wa-, 211 ( Ill . III

d iameter .md par ked with three stones . Post-holes H .md I) were ..to ;Hl d 50 CIll . ( Ih ill . .md 211
in .) i ll d iameter rcspcct ivclv. an d agai n stone-pac ked .

Layer IJ 2 beca me ks~ pronounced to wa rds th e south-cast of D l'v1. .md .u the bo rders of the
patches of stones . DM I I-lH. it became indistinct. The substantial gr.)\·d l.rvcr that l' x i ~ ted o ve r
most of P M ccrtainlv did no t seal DM I I-lJ /H. but isol.lt~d small p.uchc-, of ~ra \'l'1ex ist,'d over
p art s . DM I 14J / H W;ls a ve ry mixed deposi t o f sroucv, silt and gLl\'l'1 ,Ipp.lrl'llt ly plIl do wu tt l

till a su bsidence into the pit ( 1-l5/1 5-l) below.
I)it 145/154 co ntained a rclarivclv large group of poncry. wi th an unusu.illv high pn)p'lrt hll l
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16. Stone features and pit on site DK. St.'C' plan fig. 14.
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of sam ian . Most of the latter is pre-Flavian, but there were 10 definitely Flavian pieces. corning
from all levels in the pit. Among the coarse wares there' are only a few sherds which arc
obviously residual. but there is a marked absence of parallels with the material from the filling
of Lcaho lme Ditch III. A mort arium , fig. 51. 68 is dated Co A.D . 80-130. while the majority of
the coarse wares arc Flavian or possibly Flavian-Trajanic, and arc closely paralleled in the thick
silty layers which seal the early occupa tion and this pit itself. The group must have accumulated
afte r both the filling of Ditch III and the backfilling of the quarried stretches of the defences on
the Leaholme site: the final depos ition cannot have taken place before Co A.D. 80 at the earliest.
c. A.D. 100 being a more likely date.

Alth ou gh in the north-west of DK and most of DM only one phase of gravel sur face existed
(D K I III and D K I 144). the sequence oflayers south-east of the timber division was different .
for immediately over the grey silt layer DK I 11 9. which lay in part directly on natural subsoil.
was a layer of gravel with a firm compacted surface. DK I 116 (= DK II 45) which varied in
thickn ess from 10 to 25 cm. (4 in. to 10 in.). It was not possible to define stratigraphically the
relationship between DK I 111 and 116; they could have been contemporary but separated by
the tim ber partition . The fairly small group of pottery from DK I 116 includes samian of
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Neroriian or early Flavian date and coarse wares which are different from those in the early
occupation layers on the Leaholme site and, with the exception of one jar, fig. 52, 94, also from
those in the filling of Ditch 1lI; it appears therefore that the group is Neronian to early Flavian.

That there was more than one period of timber building is suggested by the discovery of the
post-holes in the bottom of the trench, implying a change from a building using posts to one
using horizontal beams sunk in the ground. The plan and profile of the trench, DK I 110/113,
fits an interpretation as a bedding trench for a horizontal beam which must have CUt through
the post-holes when it was placed in the ground. No datable material came from the post-holes,
but samian from the filling of the trench shows that it went out of usc after c. A.D. 55, while
the coarse ware suggests a date after c. A.D. 65170. The presence of layer DK I 105 also implies
two periods associated with the timberwork. Layer 105 is a patch of gravel 12 ern. (5 in.) thick
resting directly upon DK I 111 and respecting the wall trench on its south-eastern edge; it could
be either a repair to DK I 111 or the remains of a much more extensive surface, representing a
second phase contemporary with the change from post-holes to timber beams. The coarse
wares from DK I 105 are Neronian or early Flavian.

There were other features belonging to this phase including an irregular surface of flat stones
and a possible post-hole (DK I 108); one stone had been bumt before reuse in this layer. Layer
DK I 109, with DK I 108 was the first to extend over the timber division on this site. DK f 109
was a layer of heavily burnt material which contained much animal bone, iron slag, and pottery
of Neronian-Flavian date. It varied in thickness from 5 to 15 em. (2 in. to 6 in.) but existed only
in the western part of DK where it lay directly on DK I 111 and DK I 116 (see south-west
section fig. 15). There was no evidence that the burning took place ill situ; the presence of slag
suggests that DK I 109 was a dump of industrial waste.

Cutting through layer DK I 116 was a circular pit 1.25 rn. (4 ft. 1 in.) in diameter. The layers
filling it (DK I 106, 107, 114 and 115) yielded a considerable group of pottery which shows that
the pit went out of use after A.D. 70. To the west of the pit was a group of stones (DK I 120)
(see plan fig. 14) which on the south-east side were pitched vertically, while those to the north
west were laid flat; it is difficult to suggest an interpretation.

Phase III

The layers and features in this phase are those which appeared when the various scaling layers
of silt were removed. By this time some of the post-holes in DK were not in use. Post-holes 4,
5 and 6 had been disturbed by the wall-trench, and P.H. 3 was covered by layers DK I 102 and
103; this suggests that the timber partition was no longer standing. If the building did survive
into this phase, then its plan and function seem to have changed.

There were a number of isolated patches of grey clay flecked with charcoal, DK I 103, 112,
117 and DK 11 43, and several patches of gravel, DK 197 and DK II 44 and 46. Details of the
datable material recorded in these layers can be found later (p. 80-3) but in general they cover
the years A.D. 50-70; the latest macerial was Flavian and came from DK I 97.

Associated with layer DK I 103, and perhaps even with the later surface OK I 102, was an
almost rectangular pit with vertical sides which contained layers of grey loam and gravel (DK I
99, 100, 101 and 104); it resembled a tank. Only a few coarse-ware sherds were recovered; they
are of Claudio-Neronian date. Overlying the tank was an elongated feature 3 m. (9 ft. 10 in.)
long (fig. 14) composed of brown loam, OK I 90, in which lay irregularly-shaped and
vertically-sided wedges of clay (DK I 87, 88 and 89). DK I 90 itself had nearly vertical edges
and was up to 15 ern. (6 in.) thick and yielded animal bones and iron slag. This too may
represent a tank. Much of the pottery was residual, but it contained some Flavian pieces. A
shallow pit (DK 11 42) cut from the surface OK II 45 was also contemporary. It measured 2 m.
by 1.5 m. (6 ft. 7 in. by 5 ft.) and was between 25 and 30 cm. (10-12 in.) deep, with a filling
mainly of grey silt, but it also contained some burnt clay, charcoal flecks and a group of pottery
including Neronian samian and Neronian-Flavian coarse wares.

On site DM there were relatively few features that could be equated to this phase. A large pit
in the east corner extended into the north corner of OK and appeared early in the excavation.
Later layers dipped dramatically over it, some becoming vertical rather than horizontal. As so
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11J . Lar ge pit on site DM sho w ing the subsidence of later layers into the pit.

little o f this pit occurred on sit e D K, excava tion WJS im possi ble there
On site DM where there was roo m fo r excavatio n. the pit was l"XCIVJ (t.'d to below the

wnrcr-rablc . lr cu t through layers D M I 144 and 13~ and had been filled w ith alternate b yns of
g reen g rey silt and g ravel, DM I 137, 14<) , 150, 157, ISH and 15<) . At the western ed ge the pit
was 1 m . (.1 ft. .1 in .) deep below the level of DM I IJ~, bu t this increased to ~ m , (h ft. 7 in. )
furt her east. T he pit had cut thro ugh the ca pping of natura l clay int o the clean white g ravel and
a co nsiderable quantit y o f gravel must have been ex tracted . Th e profil e of the pit .., uggcs ts th,u
o nce it had been dug it wa s either backfilled immcdiarclv o r suppo rted with timber , fi ,r in
places it had almost vertical sides which would not have survived tor lon g ex posed . No
evidence of timber was f~H1J1d. hut there was a laye r of stones at the edge.' o f tilt.' pit whi ch liL lY

have fo rmed some form of lining . Excava tio n was diffi cult since the stones wen.' under w.ucr .
Without obtaining the complete outline and cross-sec tion of the pit , it is difficu lt to offn any

explanation for its use . The most likely int er pretat ion is that it was a lined watcr-t .mk . but it
uu)' hav e been no more than a quarry fo r gravel , as seen on oth er sites . Pott ery from the pit
shows that it was beginning to be backfilled sometime after c. A.D. 711 .

Over both sites and sealing the pluses just described , there wa s a thi ck layer reaching a depth
in places of 40 em. ( I ft. 4 in .). Its co mposit io n wa s not homogeneous, but un the whole it W ,IS

si lt- like an d ga\'l' the im press ion of deli berate d um ping as we ll as natural acc um ulation .
Everywhere there were considerable quantities of animal bone. potte ry. oyster shells and iron
slag . M ost of the sm all finds d iscussed fro m this si re came from these layers and the re was
plenty of pottery, much of which WJS residual , J II supporting the view that this l.iycr
represented th e deposition of co nsidera ble quantit ies o f rubbish .

Among the residual pottery was a particularly large quantit y of prc-Flav ian sam iau , and then:
wa s o ne coi n of Tiberi us and five of Claudius . It is suggested that the layers acc um ulated ovcra
period of time u p to about A ,D . IIXl-110 (altho ug h not necessari ly in sir,,); there were coins of
Vcspasian and Domirian , Havian samian and Flaviau-Trajanic coarse w.m-s . In addir io » there
was a small group of Antoninc material. J coin of Antoninus Pius and two shcrds of Auroninr
sam ian and some shcrds o f black-burnished ware . The occurrence o f thi... Anron inc m .u cr i.rl i...
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conspicuous, but the study of the upper levels of the silt suggests that it is intrusive. The coin
was certainly from the top of the silt.

We may conclude that the material in these layers, which covers both sites DK and DM,
accumulated during the period A.D. 80 to 100-110, with the possibility that some additions
were still being made as late as A.D. 140. It forms a distinct division between the first-century
occupation and the subsequent buildings which were to be erected later in the second century.

THE ANNEXE(S)

RAMPART IN WATERMOOR HOSPITAL GARDEN USW)

In cutting a routine section across the town defences on a part of the circuit just south of
Watermoor Hospital, an earlier rampart was found encapsulated within them, which could not
be explained within the established sequence of the urban fortifications.

The rampart consisted of a turfy-clay core (AW [ 76) overlying a sand and cobble base (AWl
77 and 80) and was backed by a clay cheek, into which an oven had been inserted. The
surviving height of this rampart was 0.58 m. (1 ft. 11 in.). Its front had not survived the
construction of the later town wall, but the overall width must have exceeded 3.65 m. (12 ft.).
No sign of a contemporary ditch was encountered, which here would have needed excavating
into solid rock.

To the rear of the rampart, however, was a metalled road 3.35 nl. (11 ft.) wide, made up of a
gravelly surface (AWl 72) overlying larger stones packed into the surface of the thin cover of
undisturbed clay (AWl 78). On the edge away from the rampart the road was bounded by a
ditch 0.71 m. (2 ft. 4 in.) wide and 0.38 ern. (1 ft. 3 in.) deep, filled with loamy brown clay
(AW I 79).

The oven appears to have been roughly square or rectangular in shape, recessed 0.76 m. (2 ft.
6 in.) into the rampart, but its full dimensions could not be obtained within the excavated
trench. It was lined with stone, of which three courses survived on the side against the rampart
cheek, while the floor, set in a shallow excavation in the undisturbed clay and rock, was of
baked clay.

RAMPART AND DITCH AT THE SANDS, WATERMOOR (ADMcW and PDCB)

A small plot of land at the junction of Watermoor Road and Chesteron Lane (fig. 19) was
excavated in 1966. The unexpected and important nature of the discoveries caused a further
season of excavations to be carried out in 1967, supervised by P.D.C. Brown.

The site, known locally as The Sands, was previously occupied by cottages numbered 89-95
Chesterton Lane. Since 1967 the construction of the ring road has caused slight variations in
road alignments in this part of the town and the plot has been landscaped. The cottages, which
were demolished in 1963, had cellars which restricted the area of the excavations.

The initial clearance was carried out by machine and the layout of the trenches in 1966
(trenches I and II) was dictated by the discovery of the cottage walls and cellars. In 1967 the
trenches (III and IV) were placed so as to section the features found in 1966 and in areas which
had not been disturbed in that year. Roman levels were encountered at a surprisingly high level,
some 0.6 m. (2 ft.) above the pavement of Watermoor Road. Presumably the level of
Watermoor Road, the main road leading south from Cirencester, was lowered when the
railway bridge was constructed in 1882 for the Midland and South Western Junction Railway. It
was at that time that large foundations were reported to have been found. Although no details
of the discoveries have survived, these, no doubt, belonged to the Silchestcr Gate.

Certain difficulties were encountered during the 1966 excavations when differences between


